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CANDIDTESThere are forty-five questions on this question
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pages.SP(SLC) S22086/3 UCLES 2002 Turn OverPART

ONEQuestions 1-7amp.#61548. Which book (A, B, C or D) does

each statement 1  7 refer to? amp.#61548. You will need to use some

of these letters more than once.Example:0 It includes studies of a

number of companies around the world.1 It looks at how business



organizations can affect the environment.2 It contains practical

advice for people involved in data collection.3 It claims that earlier

analyses of this aspect of organizations were too simplistic.4 It

examines contrasting approaches to staff 0selection.5 It gives a better

explanation of the issues than other books on the subject.6 It draws

on the personal experience of the writers.7 It looks at how external

influences can impact on the effectiveness of

managers.AMANAGERS IN THE MAKINGAs examples of 

‘organizational’ and ‘market’ approaches to society, Japan

and Britain provide a useful contrast, showing the national and

cultural factors which affect the performance of executives. There is

extensive research data behind this book, and key areas of

comparison between the two countries include their different

systems of recruitment and their diverse attitudes both to

management control and the work environment.BAnalyzing

OrganizationsThis book provides support for managers who need to

plan organizational research with a step-by-step, ‘how-to’ guide.

The authors describe each part of the process, the advantages and

disadvantages that result from many of the choices that must be

made, and the lessons they have learnt from years spent designing

and conducting surveys. The sections on research into recruitment

and employment relationships are particularly informative.CThe

Culture Of OrganizationsThis book looks at the culture of business

organizations and the writers suggest that this is more complex and

diverse than had previously been recognized. A variety of different

and non-traditional research settings across industries are



represented, including a car plant in Slovenia, a US software

developer and a Korean electronics company.DImages Of

OrganizationsThis book shows how organizations can be managed

and designed in new ways. There are chapters on the complexity of

corporate culture, and on how managers can deal with the negative

impact organizations may have on society and the natural world. No

other publication covers the arguments so clearly while developing

the implications for management with such force. 100Test 下载频道
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